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ABSTRACT
Complex network theory (CNT) studies the relevance of elements in networks using centrality
metrics. From the CNT standpoint, water distribution networks (WDNs) are infrastructure networks
composed by vertices, named nodes, connected to each other by edges, named pipes, that transfer
water to customers following a transfer process based on shortest paths. The present paper
proposes the domain analysis of several real WDNs using the edge betweenness in order to capture
the hydraulic behaviour based on network structure, i.e., for understanding the role of topological
features in the emergent hydraulic behaviour. The strategy is obtained by tailoring CNT studies and
tools in order to (i) embed the different hydraulic roles of sources and demand nodes, (ii) move the
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classic concept of centrality from the nodes to the pipes, i.e., the technically relevant components
for WDNs and (iii) include information related to the directional devices, because they constrain ﬂow
directions. Results show the usefulness of the novel WDN-tailored edge betweenness for the WDN
domain analysis. Therefore, the metric can represent a useful tool for supporting WDNs analysis,
design and management tasks.
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NOTATION
CNT

Complex network theory

VT

WDN water distribution network
i

generic vertex (node) in the network

V

set of vertices in the network

l

generic edge (link) in the network

E

set of edges in the network

σst

number of shortest paths from node s to node t

σst(l)

number of shortest paths from node s to node t

maximum water volume supplied during the emptying process

VD

average water volume supplied during the operating
cycle to the demand nodes

INTRODUCTION

passing along the edge l

Many centrality metrics have been proposed over the years

CB
l

edge betweenness of link l

in order to clarify the concept of importance, in terms of

hub

component of a network with a high-degree node

centrality, detailing components and interrelationships

Nf

number of connected ﬁctitious nodes in the network

among various elements of networks. Freeman () was

M

number of reservoirs in the network

among the ﬁrst to propose a deﬁnition of centrality by refer-

Nd

number of demand nodes in the network

ring to the graph theory, even if the concept of centrality was
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introduced by Bavelas () for studying communication

infected). (11) Neighbourhood degree (Giustolisi et al.

between small groups. Several centrality metrics have been

) corresponds to tailoring the degree centrality concept

proposed since by many researchers in order to evaluate

for infrastructure networks by involving adjacent nodes

the most central element in the network with respect to

belonging to neighbourhoods at different topological

different physical phenomena: (1) Katz centrality (Katz

distance.

) computes the relative inﬂuence of a node within a

These centrality metrics aim at ranking the nodal

network by measuring the number of the immediate and

importance in a network, i.e., how much a node is relevant

secondary neighbours, i.e., the centrality is based on the

with respect to other nodes in the network. However, the

number of walks deriving from a node i. (2) Eigenvector

ranking only orders nodes by importance, without quantify-

(Bonacich ) measures the inﬂuence of a node in a net-

ing the difference in importance between different levels of

work, based on the idea that the inﬂuence of node i is

the ranking. To overcome this problem, Freeman ()

related to the inﬂuence of its neighbours, i.e., a node with

proposed the concept of centralization, i.e., the centraliza-

high eigenvector is connected to many nodes also with

tion of any network is a measure of how central its most

high eigenvector. (3) Degree (Freeman ) is based on

central node is in relation to how central all the other

the number of connections of each node where the node

nodes are.

with the highest degree is the most central. (4) Closeness

It is important to note that each metric identiﬁes differ-

(Freeman ) measures the centrality of a node consider-

ent elements as the most relevant (central) with respect

ing how it is relatively close to all other nodes. (5)

to different applications/physical phenomena (Benzi &

Betweenness (Freeman ) measures the importance of

Klymko ). To this purpose, Borgatti () associated

an element quantifying how many times the element

speciﬁc metrics to different types of network according to

is traversed by shortest paths between two vertices. (6)

the ﬂow process that characterizes the network. He stated

PageRank (Page et al. ) is an adjustment of Katz central-

that the use of a metric must be appropriate to the kind of

ity that smooths the centrality of a node when it is only

ﬂow process that characterizes the network, i.e., not all

related to the centrality of a connected node. (7) Cross-

metrics can be unconditionally applied to all types of net-

clique centrality (Everett & Borgatti ; Faghani )

works. Then, he deﬁned three typologies of ﬂow processes

determines the connectivity of a node to different cliques,

and, for each, suggested the more suitable centrality metrics.

i.e., the number of cliques to which it belongs. A node

Accordingly, the ﬂow process for spatial networks, such as

with high cross-clique connectivity facilitates the propa-

water distribution networks (WDNs), was deﬁned as ‘pack-

gation of information in a graph. (8) Hub and Authorities

age delivery’ like, i.e., a process based on the concept of

(Kleinberg ) quantify the centrality of nodes as a func-

shortest paths with a ﬁxed target. Finally, Borgatti ()

tion of the centrality of the connection nodes. The metric

stated that for this type of process the more suitable central-

refers to the creation of Web pages, especially hubs. These

ity metrics to apply are betweenness and closeness

Web pages, even if not authoritative, represent large direc-

centrality. Later, Demšar et al. () proposed an approach

tories that lead users directly to the authoritative pages,

towards computing three centrality metrics, i.e., degree, clo-

i.e., a good hub represents a page that points to many

seness and betweenness, for identifying critical locations in

other pages while good authority represents a page linked

spatial networks by dual graph modelling (Evans &

by many different hubs. (9) Decay centrality (Jackson

Lambiotte ). They claimed that the betweenness is the

) measures the proximity between a chosen vertex and

most suitable for identiﬁcation of critical locations,

every other vertex weighted by the decay. (10) Percolation

especially for structural analysis useful for modelling vulner-

(Piraveenan et al. ) quantiﬁes the relative impact of

ability and survivability of spatial networks. From this

nodes based on their percolation states. For a given node,

general picture it emerges that speciﬁc Complex network

at a given time, it represents the proportion of ‘percolated

theory (CNT) centrality metrics can be potentially useful

paths’ that go through that node, i.e., shortest path between

for WDNs analysis, planning and management, e.g., in

a pair of nodes, where the source node is percolated (e.g.,

terms of reliability and vulnerability.
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The vulnerability analysis of WDNs using centrality

useful tool to support the hydraulic analysis of a WDN. To

metrics was ﬁrst addressed by Yazdani & Jeffrey (,

this end, this study takes WDNs with different size, asset

, a, b). They proposed a variety of strategies for

features and hydraulic schemes in real decision support

understanding the structure, efﬁciency, robustness and vul-

contexts.

nerability of WDNs using centrality metrics and concluded

The paper is organized as follows. The next section pre-

that CNT metrics are useful and necessary but perhaps

sents the main concepts of the strategy. This is followed by a

insufﬁcient for analysing the structural reliability or vulner-

section that reports several case studies, a brief discussion of

ability of spatial networks because of spatial constraints.

the strategy and an interpretation of the main results. Con-

Furthermore, they proposed a novel metric based on the

clusions are given in the ﬁnal section.

connectivity features for the analysis of weighted and
directed WDNs. From here on, CNT centrality metrics
were adopted to assess vulnerability analysis (Hawick ;

EDGE BETWEENNESS AND TOPOLOGY TAILORING

Diao et al. ; Shuang et al. ), reliability assessment
(Ostfeld ) and water distribution network (WDN) resili-

This study aims at assuming the edge betweenness proposed

ence (Pandit & Crittenden ). Later on, Giustolisi et al.

by Girvan & Newman () as centrality metric suitable for

() proposed the neighbourhood degree, i.e., an extension

WDN domain analysis in order to consider the relevance of

of the classic nodal degree, in order to demonstrate that the

pipes and not of nodes (Giustolisi et al. ). In the case of

WDN connectivity structure follows a Poisson-like distri-

WDNs, nodes are generally elements to transfer water

bution because of spatial constraints, meaning that the

(information) and water is delivered to customers at pipe

domain of these spatial systems, on average (i.e., not consid-

level. In fact, in WDN models, nodes where water demand

ering reservoirs, tanks and directional devices), has a good

is assumed to be delivered are not signiﬁcant for the connec-

structural resistance to random failures and intentional

tivity structure of the WDNs because the elements that can

threats (Giustolisi et al. ).

fail are pipes while connection nodes generally do not fail.

It has to be noted that all proposed works on centrality

The edge betweenness is similar to the betweenness cen-

metrics focus on node relevance, while, in the case of

trality, but it refers to the generic edge l. Assume that σst(l ) is

WDNs, pipes are the most important components (Simone

the number of shortest paths from node s to node t passing

et al. ). This means the focus should move from nodes

along the edge l and σst is the number of all shortest paths

to pipes, because pipes, with their asset features, are the

from node s to node t.

most important network components for hydraulic systems.

The edge betweenness CB
l of edge l is the sum of the frac-

To this end, Giustolisi et al. () proposed the use of the

tions σst(l )/σst for all the couples of nodes s, t in the network:

edge betweenness (Girvan & Newman ) for analysing
the domain of WDNs. In fact, they proposed to tailor the
network topology to embed the different hydraulic roles of
nodes (source nodes, tanks and demand nodes) including

ClB ¼

X σ st ðlÞ
σ st
s≠t∈V

(1)

l∈E

information related to the directional devices and different
weights for pipes, in order to consider pipe properties

where V and E are the set of vertices and edges belonging to

(e.g., hydraulic resistance). This way, the analysis of the

the network. The edge with the highest edge betweenness

domain can be useful to quantify, for example, the feasibility

centrality is the most relevant.

of management interventions in advance with respect to
hydraulic modelling.
The aim of the present work is to show the effectiveness
of domain analysis for several real WDNs using the WDN-

Therefore, even if the edge and the nodal metrics are
performed with the same procedure and algorithm (Dijkstra
), the edge betweenness is more meaningful for WDNs,
accounting for ﬂow path disruption.

tailored edge betweenness proposed by Giustolisi et al.

The water source nodes (i.e., reservoirs and tanks) rep-

(), in order to demonstrate how it can represent a

resent the only exception, because they play a different
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hydraulic role with respect to other nodes and, therefore,

the shortest paths between two pipes, one upstream and the

they need a speciﬁc study in order to deﬁne a hydraulics-

other downstream of a speciﬁc device, can only be travelled

based topology. In fact, the strategy proposed by Giustolisi

in one direction, i.e., that of the device. The consequence is

et al. () considers the source node as a kind of hub

that the edge betweenness of these pipes is automatically

with respect to the hydraulic system behaviour. In absence

reduced compared to that computed on the network without

of source nodes, the hydraulics does not exist, and the con-

devices.

nectivity structure just embeds the topology. For the water

The last step is to further reﬁne the WDN-tailored edge

source analysis, let us assume Nf connected ﬁctitious

betweenness metric attributing weights to the pipes as, for

nodes, M reservoirs and Nd demand nodes. This assumption

example, the pipes’ hydraulic resistance. These weights

arises from the fact that the reservoirs are generally linked to

allow moving the network domain analysis closer to the

the networks with only one (suburban) pipe. This topologi-

expected hydraulic behaviour of the system; pipe hydraulic

cal characteristic gives it a low degree of connection even

resistances, for example, drive the water ﬂuxes.

if, from a hydraulic point of view, it represents a hub from
which all water paths towards demand nodes start. This
way, the relevance of the position of original source nodes

CASE STUDIES

is preserved with respect to the entire network structure
although ampliﬁed by Nf. Accordingly, the relevance of

The WDN-tailored edge betweenness is here applied and

the pipes close to the reservoir increases, while the other

discussed using BBLAWN and other six Apulian real

pipes’ relevance does not change considerably. For each

WDNs, in order to show the effectiveness of the analysis

reservoir there exists a star of Nf connected ﬁctitious

for different typology of WDNs. The relevant characteristics

nodes whose number is equal to Nd/M. The repartition of

of analysed networks are reported in Table 1. Table 1 also

the demand nodes is related to the real reservoir inﬂuence

reports the Spearman correlation index (Spearman )

area, i.e., a different value of Nf for each reservoir exists

between two metrics considering several weights, i.e., con-

depending on its area of inﬂuence.

nectivity, length and resistance, for the edge betweenness.

The next step is inserting the domain information about
tanks, i.e., nodal sources characterized by an emptying/ﬁlling process. The information is related to the maximum

This way the analysis includes the domain characteristics
of the networks.
Figure 1 (left panel) reports the pipe with the highest 5%

water volume supplied during the emptying process (VT)

of ﬂow rate values averaged on 1-day hydraulic simulation;

by the tank. Let us assume Nf connected ﬁctitious nodes

(right panel) the pipes with highest 5% values of WDN-

already attributed to reservoirs and Nd demand nodes. The

tailored edge betweenness for the BBLAWN network. The

number of ﬁctious nodes (usually deﬁnable as ‘star of ﬁcti-

most relevant pipes correspond for the two metrics. There-

tious nodes’) attributed to each tank equals the minimum

fore, the WDN-tailored edge betweenness is able to

integer value between Nd·VT/VD and Nf, where VD is the

identify almost all the most important pipes, as ranked by

average water volume supplied during the operating cycle

pipe ﬂow rates, only on the basis of the domain structure

to the demand nodes. It is important to note that increasing

of the system. The correlation index for BBLAWN in

the volume VT with respect to VD, the tank tends to the reser-

Table 1, i.e., weighting the WDN-tailored edge betweenness

voir and decreasing the volume VT the tank node tends to a

with pipe resistance, is equal to 0.74. This result conﬁrms

demand or connectivity node. However, tanks are always

the usefulness of the edge betweenness for WDN domain

less relevant hubs than reservoirs.

analysis. It can be argued that information about reservoirs,

Directional devices (e.g., pumps, pressure reduction

tanks and directional devices enhances the domain analysis.

valves, check valves, etc.) and ﬂow direction for pipes next

Furthermore, Figure 1 shows that the analysis deﬁnes a main

to reservoirs are also considered to enhance the domain

path into the network that starts from the only reservoir and

analysis. Indeed, the presence of directional devices allows

reaches the tank on the left. From this main conduct, two

water to ﬂow only in one direction. In this way, for example,

other paths delineate the remaining part of the network
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Topological characteristics and correlation index for the seven analysed WDNs

WDN Name

Node #

Pipe #

Reservoirs #

Tanks #

Demand
nodes #

Inhabitants
[×1000] #

Corr. index
resistance

Corr. index
connectivity

Corr. index
length

BBLAWN

390

439

1

7

334

–

0.74

0.75

0.75

Apulia 1

986

1,105

1

0

663

12

0.64

0.71

0.73

Apulia 2

7,716

8,496

3

0

7,011

12

0.60

0.63

0.65

Apulia 3

1,270

1,472

3

0

992

199

0.54

0.50

0.53

Apulia 4

3,166

3,483

2

0

1,582

26

0.66

0.75

0.79

Apulia 5

7,164

7,895

1

0

2,918

70

0.62

0.70

0.75

Apulia 6

1,111

1,307

1

0

770

13

0.54

0.59

0.60

‘skeleton’, i.e., the main structure of the network. Both two

betweenness, is equal to 0.64, conﬁrming that the infor-

metrics indicate the most relevant pipe as those close to

mation contained in the domain is relevant for the WDN

the only reservoir, i.e., the most relevant hub.

hydraulics. Table 1 shows that for Apulia 1 network the cor-

Figure 2 reports the ﬂow (left panel) and the WDN-tai-

relation assumes higher values considering the length as

lored edge betweenness (right panel) for Apulia 1 network.

weight for the pipes (i.e., 0.73). This occurs for six of the

The network is composed of a single reservoir and a

seven analysed networks, although graphically the pipe

pressure control valve, for controlling pressure and reducing

hydraulic resistance better corresponds to the ﬂow distri-

water losses. The presence of a single reservoir uniquely

bution as expected from an engineering perspective. For

deﬁnes the main path of the pipes, which starts from the

this reason, pipe hydraulic resistance was chosen as

water source, i.e., the only hub, and reaches the centre of

weight to discuss the metric. However, it is important

the network (see the darker circles). Most of the pipes

noting that, regardless of weight, the correlation index is

with slightly lower metrics values (see the lightest circles)

always greater than 0.50, i.e., the edge betweenness well

act as links between the main path and the rest of the

identiﬁes the hydraulic behaviour of the networks.

network. The correlation index between two metrics,

Figure 3 reports the ﬂow rates (left panel) and the WDN-

considering the pipe resistance as weight for the edge

tailored edge betweenness (right panel) for the Apulia 2

Figure 1

|

Pipe with ﬂow rates in the highest 5% values (left) and pipes with the highest 5% values of the WDN-tailored edge betweenness (right) for BBLAWN network. Spearman
correlation index is equal to 0.74.
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Pipe with ﬂow rates in the highest 5% values (left) and pipes with the highest 5% values of the WDN-tailored edge betweenness (right) for Apulia 1 network. Spearman
correlation index is equal to 0.64.

network. Apulia 2 is a large looped network with three

complexity of the network, also due to the presence of

reservoirs, ﬁve controlled entries and a wide range of diam-

many reservoirs and pressure control valves, inﬂuences the

eters. Comparing the two panels of Figure 3 and looking at

correlation index values. This means that, for Apulia 2, the

the correlation indices, it can be stated that also for such a

values obtained considering devices are lower than those

large network, the proposed tailored-metric identiﬁes quite

without devices. The high correspondence between the

well all the most important pipes in terms of pipe ﬂow

two panels of Figure 3 conﬁrms this consideration.

rates. This is also conﬁrmed by correlation indices equal

Figure 4 reports pipe ﬂow rates (left panel) and the WDN-

to 0.60, 0.63 and 0.65 in Table 1. It is important to note

tailored edge betweenness (right panel) for the Apulia 3 net-

that, in addition to the ﬁve suburban pipes, some of the

work. The presence of three reservoirs leads to identifying a

most important paths are positioned into the looped part

higher number of main paths in the network. Nevertheless,

of the network, corresponding to the city centre. The

since each reservoir has its own area of inﬂuence in terms of

Figure 3

|

Pipe with ﬂow rates in the highest 5% values (left) and pipes with the highest 5% values of the WDN-tailored edge betweenness (right) for the Apulia 2 network. Spearman
correlation index is equal to 0.60.
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Pipe with ﬂow rates in the highest 5% values (left) and pipes with the highest 5% values of the WDN-tailored edge betweenness (right) for the Apulia 3 network. Spearman
correlation index is equal to 0.54.

demand nodes, each main path has a different relevance. The

to 0.53 and 0.50, respectively, i.e., values lower than those

number of reservoirs inﬂuences the correlation index, obtain-

evaluated for less complex networks.

ing a value equal to 0.54 considering the pipe resistance as

Figure 5 reports pipe ﬂow rates (left panel) and the

weight, while for connectivity and length the value decreases

WDN-tailored edge betweenness (right panel) for the

Figure 5

|

Pipe with ﬂow rates in the highest 5% values (left) and pipes with the highest 5% values of the WDN-tailored edge betweenness (right) for the Apulia 4 network. Spearman
correlation index is equal to 0.66.
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Apulia 4 network. The dotted lines indicate a portion of the

Figure 6 reports pipe ﬂow rates (left panel) and the

network no longer in use. The network is strongly looped,

WDN-tailored edge betweenness (right panel) for the

i.e., it has a very high redundancy, and this aspect favours

Apulia 5 network. Apulia 5 is a large network composed

the presence of several pipes/paths with similar relevance

of a single reservoir and a pressure control valve down-

instead of a few pipes/paths with much higher relevance

stream of the water source in order to control and manage

than the others. It is important to note that the reservoir

the pressure into the network. The size of the network

always represents a hub regardless of the network structure.

means that the hydraulic metric (i.e., ﬂow rates) identiﬁes

The most relevant pipes coincide for both the metrics, even

several main paths, not all directly connected to the reser-

if the edge betweenness identiﬁes a greater number of

voir. The edge betweenness identiﬁed the same main paths

paths as relevant, probably because the topologic metric

as the most important (see the darker circles). However,

weighted with pipe resistance considers the diameters

Figure 6 (right) shows that in the highest 5% values of the

regardless of the ﬂow that actually crosses them, while

topologic metric there are other pipes/paths that are less

the hydraulic metric deﬁnes them uniquely. The very regu-

relevant (see the lightest circles) from the hydraulic

lar nature of the network and the presence of a single

perspective, i.e., the ﬂow has no direct correspondence

reservoir provides a good correlation index between the

with the resistance/diameters for all the pipes. The corre-

two metrics, i.e., 0.66 considering the pipe resistance as

lation index shows once again that the analysis is close to

weight, 0.75 and 0.79 assuming the connectivity and the

the hydraulic of the system, obtaining values equal to 0.62,

length, respectively. Once again, the correlation index

0.70 and 0.75 in Table 1 weighting the edge betweenness

assumes a higher value considering the length as weight.

with pipe resistance, connectivity and length, respectively.

However, this result makes the analysis very close to the
hydraulics of the system.

Figure 6

|

Figure 7 reports pipe ﬂow rates (left panel) and the
WDN-tailored edge betweenness (right panel) for the

Pipe with ﬂow rates in the highest 5% values (left) and pipes with the highest 5% values of the WDN-tailored edge betweenness (right) for the Apulia 5 network. Spearman
correlation index is equal to 0.62.
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Pipe with ﬂow rates in the highest 5% values (left) and pipes with the highest 5% values of the WDN-tailored edge betweenness (right) for the Apulia 6 network. Spearman
correlation index is equal to 0.54.

Apulia 6 network. The left panel shows that the pipe ﬂow

The comparison between topological and hydraulic

rates do not deﬁne properly a main path, but rather high-

metrics is really positive, also considering that the pipe

light the most relevant pipes, i.e., where the value falls in

ﬂows depend on the boundary conditions and on the

the highest 5% ﬂow rate value, with circles that range

momentum and continuity equations while the proposed

from dark to light. The right panel shows the same pipes

metric focuses only on the connectivity structure. Such

as the most relevant for the topological metric, conﬁrming

results conﬁrm that the hydraulic behaviour is strongly

that the pipes close to the reservoir are the most relevant.

dependent on the domain features and that the proposed

The correlation index between two metrics, considering

metric can be useful to predict it and support further

the pipe resistance as weight, is equal to 0.54, and as for

decisions on network operation and management.

the previous case, Table 1 reports a higher correlation

In order to show that the hydraulic behaviour is strongly

index if considering the length as weight (i.e., 0.60). The

dependent on the domain features embedded in the edge

presence of four pressure control valves, i.e., four direc-

betweenness, Figure 8 shows a diagram that compares the

tional devices into the network, probably inﬂuenced the

distribution of the pipe ﬂow rates (sorted in descending

evaluation of the correlation indices, because of the direc-

order) with the corresponding distribution of the tailored

tional devices.

edge betweenness for Apulia 6. The comparison conﬁrms

Figure 8

|

Comparison between the pipe ﬂows and the tailored edge betweenness.
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that the correspondence between the two metrics is very

simulation, it might provide useful indications to drive

good. The same trend has been obtained for the other

model validation, calibration, maintenance works as well

WDNs reported herein. Please note that the diagram on

as relevance of pipes to plan operations.

the right of Figure 8 has the x-axis in logarithmic scale.
Therefore, looking at the results obtained with the
domain analysis, it is possible to state that the edge between-
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ness, tailored and weighted, can capture the emergent
hydraulic behaviour as described by pipe ﬂow rates, due to
the connectivity structure of the network. In fact, the
domain analysis for seven real WDNs provided correlation
index values ranging in the interval [0.50; 0.79], conﬁrming
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cost. For instance, with respect to the largest network
herein (Apulia 2), the calculation takes about 60 seconds
on a standard laptop equipped with a CPU Intel i7,
2.6 GHz with 16 GB of RAM. Although the time taken is
larger than a single hydraulic simulation, it pertains to the
main topological domain of the system and needs to be
performed only once, unless major connectivity changes
happen.

CONCLUSIONS
This contribution proves the effectiveness of the domain
analysis of WDNs using the edge betweenness, tailored for
accounting the WDNs constraints, as proposed by Giustolisi
et al. (), on seven real networks. The strategy embeds the
different hydraulic roles of nodes, moves the concept of centrality from the nodes to the pipes and includes information
related to the directional devices. Furthermore, the tailored
edge betweenness is weighted with domain information
(e.g., pipe resistance). The Spearman correlation index
between hydraulic and topological metrics has been evaluated for the seven WDNs considering as weights the
connectivity, the length and the resistance. The results conﬁrm the usefulness of the edge betweenness for the WDN
domain analysis, i.e., the WDN-tailored edge betweenness
can represent a useful tool for supporting WDN analysis,
design and management tasks. Indeed, although the
WDN-tailored edge betweenness cannot replace hydraulic
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